
xInspect is an innovative ”inspect-by-vision“ solution 
targeting  all kinds of  service &  maintenance processes 
in various industries. These type of activities usually 
occupy both hands of a service technician. At the 
same time, digital information and instructions such as 
maintenance procedures are needed to conduct the 
task.

With xInspect, all relevant information like guidelines, 
check lists, visualizations, circuit diagrams, etc. are 
always right in the fi eld of view without compromising 
on the worker‘s mobility. In case on-site technicians 
cannot resolve a problem, remote experts may be 
consulted for advice. With the web-based graphical 
editor, Frontline Creator, your own workforce can build 
completely new use cases without IT know-how.

We have designed the latest edition of xInspect to run 
on the Toshiba dynaEdge DE-100 mobile Edge device 
with dynaEdge AR100 Viewer. 
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